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"Techngogy and Media for Lifelong Learning:-

%That Can ERIC Contribute?"'

John A. Niemi

0

Of all the declarations made concerning the hope. of technology- for
e

educational advaricemint, this one from the UNESCO Report Learning To Be

seems the most inspired:

Scienio and technology must become essential
components'in any educational enterprite; they
must be incorporated into all educational
acervity intended for children; young people
`and adults, in order to help the individual to,-
control social energies as well as natural and

productive ones - thereby *thieving magtTry
over himself, his choices and actions...

But to think of technology. and media-in relation to a concept of lifelong

learning is to require a rather abrupt shift in perceptions of learning

systems. The traditional ones - schools, colleges, and univetsities -,have

comunder sharp attack recently, by critics like Goodman,2 SilbeTman,
3 'Mich P,

4

and others. Although radical changes have been suggested, and even abolition.

of those institution8, there have also been expressions of concern to find

ways to modify these learning systems and to expand and develop alternatiie

systems, in order, to serve Larger segments of the population.

Some of the impetus fOr alternative systems has cone from-a number:of

significant futurologic studies, appearing during'thehst three years. 'Me

trend is clearly away from the Oid concept, of.terminal education toward a concept of
.

,

4 . . .

lifelong learning Which, if pursued seriously, would call for alternative leArning
_

. .

systems of a highly indiyldualized nature and the assumption by the educational media ,

'
.

. 6 2'
of increasingly significant roles (Faure;5 Carnegie; Ontario; ,Alberta;

8
). If anyone

,

(,:-. . .

is skeptical about the potential of tec4nology and media for lifelong learning,
4' .

he need only remind himself .of McLuhan's explanation of his famous dictum that
- _ .
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"Pie medium is the message." As he ays, "this is merely to say-that the

personal and social consequences:o any medium T. that is,'df any extension

of ourselves - result fr.om the new scale that is introduced into our affairs

by each extension of ourselves, or by any new technology. 0 And, according.

to Slade, we are actually dealing with"two llangpages...both of them very

powerful. One transmits data in motion. The other transmits the image in
.

motion. One is thecomputer, the other film, television....
"10

, ,,. , .

-.
-

Two problems ion,front us in attempting to define technology and media.

One is the rather common view of technologyas a contemporary phenomenon that

sprang out of. nowhere. Gillett informs us, "the Word-Means the ,science of

construction and has been used*to mean the extension of tools....
"11

The
v

.other problem is that technology anA media are often .treated as interchange-
.

able, But "contemporary writers see technolOgy,As'a constellation ofinter-

locking systems and activities'which get work done with a constantly-diminiah-

r-'

.
ing input of human labor, or, more simply,-the organization of knowledge for

I

achievement of practical purposea. Media,by contrast, are regarded as

'devices through which the "systems" operaee..^-,Thia vt is confirmed in-Gillett's
. .

..diScussion of educational technologYi
. .

In common usage, [id means All the newer media
used for instructional purposes'. Though the
concept certainly'embraces equipment, it is
much more complex-and dynamic/than mere devices
used to:mil teaching and learning. Educational.
technology,' in. the broad sense, is a systematic
way of designing, applying, and evaluating the
'total.process of teaching and learning.°

The/literature of adult education reveals that the media have frequently
.

been,deicribed in such terms, that is, as instructional tools With which to

increase the effectiveness of methods and techniques.
14

In this tontext, .the

term "hardware" has commonly been applied to the media,
15 indicating that it

consists of physical equipment (record-players, tape recorder's, etc.) useful

2..

t

in facilitating the learning process. In short,, the media have been accorded



a,subsidiary or, at best, an ancillary role in adult edAation. This view '

of the media overlooks the powerful-611 exertedby them, as described by

McLuhan and Slade, the interaction that occurs with the listener or viewer.

On that basis, Alter
16

and Carlson
17

hold that' television is not merelran

audio-visual aid, but a method. Perhaps a future. definition or theory of

media will go much ,farther to embrace SaettAr!s three categories based on

stir vommunivnlion pro mve:i.' "litigulatLe,

,

Lc, and kInes1c":

5"

Linguistic media, ir'nhesimplesx,sende, would
consist ofLwords, that is, language. They
would also includesuch digital language as
numbers or mathematical symbols. Iconic
media would- include the symbolic rePresenta-'
Lion of patterns and things-or may include
the actual object or thing itself. Kinesic
media would complise.body movement in a
general sense, including-posture, gesture,
facial expression, voice inflection or any
non-verbal manifestations of which the organ-
ism is dtpable, as well as any coramunicatiig
clues which may be present in any context.

To turn to the concept of lifelong learning,it has received special

attention er the past two decades. In 1955,'Grattan alluded to it indirectly

2.4 his monumental historical perspective on adult education, In,Quest of

Knowledge.. He wrote that "no education that,has a terminal point can_ever
, -

fully meet the needs of life, whether the terminal point is reached at 14,-18,

22, or 26."19 AIid, in 1959, McGhee propOsed,the "learning society" in these

,

words:

Questions in education now trumpeted
through the land as of utmost importance will,
fade,away in a very few years in the face of, .
an, inexorable pattern of living which requires
an education more embracing than any yet known,
for more people than ever before, and, from
the cradle to thegravq...rew, there is some
reason to think, that we are developing a_
"Learning Society." ,Less frequently nO does a
man of,any intelligence speak of education,as
an experience or discipline he has had.20

° 6
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)tore recently, we have the French concept of education pertadente,whiCh

ihtludes,the following: "...elements of basic education (...in France fram

age.6 to 16), vocational schooling (generally outside the period of compulsory

I * ,

iChooling) and furthe.t education in the dull form of further yocational

training and opportunities for cultural lerspie pursuits.- A.basic principle

of education permanente is continuity between the education Of young people

and the education of adults - but not continuity in its usual sense of no break

,.7.

or interruption. Rather, there.is provision for the young person and the adult,-
.

whose education has been intetrupted'to resume it later at the point where'
. _

-
they left off.

22
The concept of recurrent education* embraces .

I.
,...post secondary educa'tion (that) is organized
on a recurring basis; that all people; after com-
pleting upper secondaryeducation, go out into a
job, that after some time at work they take
another period'of education, then return to a,

,job again, pass through another period. of educa-
tion and, so on....23

. ----

It is generally accepted that "learning" involves a lasting change of

';
behaviour as a result of experience. The experience itself embraces such

-24, ,i- -.
. ,,.,

thingS the gathering of information and the acquisition of ihtelleitual,
, - :-(

, e.,,

and, c skills whereby to put this information to work'ork for Whatever purposed46'idl
_ .

the IWner has in mind. Here; Houle's. definition of a learner provides a,

frameViifirki-

M One who increases his skill, 'his knewledie, or
higsensitiveness. This result may be brought
about as a result of purposefully educational _

effort on his Part, purposefully educational-
effort on the part of -an educator,.or,as a by.7
prodUct of random activity or one designed to24
achieve essentially non educational purposes.

All aitie dimensions - skill, knowledge, and sensitiveness --are incorporated.

by Kidd into-his perception of lifelong learning, to.which he adds these

aspects: perpendicular, horizontal, and depth. In this spatial metaphor, the

Fi
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perpendicular includes formal learning throughout the life-span from nursery

school through post-doctoral work.. The horizontal envisages breaking through
A

the artificial.barries surrounding a given field of study to unite with other

. fields in a cross-disciplinary pattern. Kidd's third aspect, depth, transcends

fte

all formal approaches to reach almost a metaphysic. It is, in-his words,

"learning responding to simple needs on 'up, and to the most agonizing or most

sublime"search for the;truth"that-tsete us free'.2

/

The application of technology and media to lifelong learningrequires

cus to establisa rationale, so thet pegple might understand the effects, even

the controls, created by media and technology over their lives. Aiso, a

rati4naletmight diminish some ofthe frustrations that have dimmed the initial

shining faith in the.power of the media for educational purposes. Here is ,

/

Elluk's pessimistic.warning:

We have completedbur'examina tion of the monolithic 's

technical-world that.is-tominglo be. It is' vanity
-,-

,to,pretend it can be checked or guided. Indeed, the
human race is beginning confusedly to understand at
last that it is'liVing-in a new.-and unfamiliar uni-
verde. pew order was meant'' to be a buffer between
man and nature: Unfortunately, it hhs evolved auto,
nonidus/Y in such a why.that'man has lost all contact with
his natural framework and. has to do only with the organ-
ized technical' intermediary which Susgins relations
both with the world of life and the world of brute

)matter. Enclosed within his artificial, creation,, man
`fincisthat.there is "no- exit";.-that he cannot pierce
the shell of technology to find again the ancient
milieu to which. he was adapted 'for hundredsof;thousands
.offyears.

2d

?.,

BAs if in reply;; Husen assures us:,

The appearance of tomorrow's society does not
. ,follow_in any clear-cut mechanical way froffi the

scientific and technological potentials we have today;
and probably not from the ones at our c&Mmandtomorraft .
.either. The crux is if and'how we intend to use these r

potentials. That isdetermined by the social
-preference's, f.e., by the prevailing valnes.27

'M
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Wedemeyer28 offers a plan which he belielies:an institution should study

before it decides to apply technology and media to instruction. He suggests

.

that the -key, to success is developing, in Phase I, a rationale which empha-

,7

sizes human and humane concerns. These concerns, from a value system
- c

,_,.
. ,

..

that has as its primary goal the personal development of'the learners. Only

after,defining these missiona-or goals are Phade II, softWare an& develop-

ment, and Phase' III, hardware proCurement, brought together.
c

The United Kingdom's Open University, is an organization that has actually_
24

developed a rationale based on human 'concerns, specifically the needs of a 4

large audience of working adulti. Because these learners remain in their,

homes, the rationale required cooperation between the academic and the broad-

caster in designing edud'ational programs. This model presents a striking

example of what- can be accomplished through such a partnership. It has

impelled BBC prdduction teams to organize the television and radio compo-'

nents of a course with the course teams, which include the academics along

with other individuals responsible for the non-broadcast media materials.
29

Thus, in the case of the Open University, the problem which Ohliger reported

has never reared its head:.
7

When you have two agencies cooperating -
educational institutions and the-:mass media -
in a common endeavor, theprojedt is not aNays
of sufficient concern.to either.party for
_them to be able to sustain '61.1e 'idea for very

long. Each has a fear of the Other party
determining its objectives.*

To this point, this discussion has focused 4.the desirability of an

organization's developing a rationale for applying technology to instruction.

Equally important is the recognition that there faa need for the learner

to develop a rationale for the.use of technology in self-determined learning

projects. Sudharationale requiies him to identify a number of steps. In

6.
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the first stage, the preliminary steps include setting an action goal, assess-1

ink; his interests, seekilg information about certain opportunities, choosing__. \\

the appropriate knowledge or skill, estimating benefits from learning, and

estimating costs in relation to benefits. In the second stage, the adult

learner decides'on a planner, whiCh may be himself, media (i.e., a programmed

textbook), a learning consultant, or a group. Whatever choice or combination

of choices the individual makes from all those options will form the basis

of his rationale for lifelong learning.
31

.

Having examined the concepts of technology and media and their impli-

cations to-lifelong learning, including the need for a stated rationale, I

would like'tO turn the key concern of this address -- the contribution that

ERIC might make. ERIC stands for Educational Resources Information Center

This system of 16.Clearinghouses was established in 1967 and is funded by the

National Institute of Education. You will recall that Slade discusses what

he calls "two languages":

One transmits data in motion. The other trans`
mits.the image in motion. One is the computer,

the other film, television...32.

The significance, of the computer for the use of ERIC is that- it enables

one to'search out the material he desires from'an enormous collection of

200,000 documents on 'research, curriculum, and project reports. It seems
4

appropriate at this point to take a closer look at what happens when,a corn-

:
puter search Is undertaken.

Multi - Media Pres,entation

.

What is the significance of the ERIC system for lifelong learning?

Obviously, both the adult educator and the learner have for the first time

9
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quick and easy access to documents including those-that lire,fugitive. Fiqtn

thlsicoliecton, the adult, educator can choose those that woufd be most help-

ful'in meeting the needs of students. The students, in turn, can do their

own searches in 'areas that are of interest, to them.

4
.

In the process, the learner will interact with the computer in ways that

are bound to make him more logical and systematic in is thinking. The

.computer search that I showed you illustrates the careful coordination and

complex relationships that the learner must understand it order to use the

system effectively. As Tiedeman says
s.

The...position from which I speak suggests
that talk about media cannot lools in one direc-

tion only. It cannot look solely toward facts,
data, information.in isolation from persons and,

processes. I hold that the reciprocal inter-.
action between the knower and known entails a
"transactional" perspective and an array of
procedures more aptly denoted by the notion of

mediation. The final turn of this argument
is that, because of the-interplay of the tacit
and articulate dimensions of knowing in the
personal act of learning, the experience of
mediation is that of a massage. In other words,
we inevitably encounter the new with a habitual

tensing of our intellectual musculature, with
the result that its meaning takes initial
form after that which we have long known and
to.which we have accommodated. Only after
we have worked with (and perhaps more impor-
tantly, been worked on by) a new possibility
do we relax to the point of seeing more clearly
that something new has indeed been goineon
in, as wellas around, us...33:

One of the most important implications of this discussion is that the

student becomes increasingly independent and more sophisticated in his pursuit

of lftelong learning. Relying less upon formal instructional processes, he

will approach the ideal described by Tough:

The adult learner of the future will be highly
competent in deciding what to learn and planning
and arranging his own learning. He will success-
fully diagnose and solve almost any problem or
difficulty that arises. He will obtain appro-

priate help competently and quickly, but only
when necessary.34 10
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